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Introduction
In this paper we prove that any R-digraph (kernel perfect digraph or KP digraph) can be extended to an ZCdigraph (kernel perfect critical digraph or KPC digraph). As a consequence we prove that there exist asymmetrical R;digraphs with arbitrarily large dichromatic number. Along the proof a general method is developed which allows the construction of a large variety of R;digraphs. We use the same terminology as in [8] .
For general concepts we refer the reader to [ 11. Let D be a digraph; V(D) and It is known that R-digraphs are the same as KP digraphs [ll] . Therefore a quasi R-digraph D is either an R-digraph or an R--digraph depending on whether it has a kernel or not. R-digraphs and R-- 
s-Systems and s-extensions of R-digraphs to R--digraphs
In this section we introduce the s-construction. The main result concerning the s-construction is Theorem 2.3 which enables us to generate a large class of R--digraphs. In what follows, if SO = (D,, U, U+, U_) is an so-system, we shall denote by u+ (resp. u_) the vertex in U+ (resp. U-) which corresponds to u E U for any fixed bijection from U to U+ (resp. from U to U-).
If SO = (DO, U, U+, K) is an +-system, we denote by s&J the digraph defined as follows:
Notice that s&J is defined up to isomorphism. If z E lJuEdh -W+H then th ere exists a zN,-arc and thus a zN-arc.
If z = u+ for some u E U then u $ NO and there exists w E NO such that uw E FDO. In case w $ U, we have w EN and zw E Fs(S).
If w E U then w-E N and zw_ E Fs(S). In both cases there exists a zN-arc in s(S)* Finally if z $ lJusu &, then z E DO -U -NO, so there exists w E NO such that zw E FD,. Proceeding as above we conclude that there exists a zN-arc in s(S).
(ii) If N is a kernel of s(S) define N,, = N n & for u E U. Clearly u-E N implies u+ E N. Moreover, Nu is a kernel of /3u provided u-E N. In case u_ $ N, there exists v E N such that u-v E Fs(S). If v $ Nu, v = w_ for some w E U. Therefore u_ w-E Fs(S) and the hypothesis implies uw E FD,[U). It follows that u, w-E Fs(S) and since w_ E N, u+ $ N. If v E ZVU, from the fact that /3U is an cc_ u+-directed path of even length, one has u+ $ NU and finally u + $ N.
We have proved that u_ E N iff u+ E ZV. Now it is easy to conclude that NO = (N -UUEUNU) U {u E U 1 u+ E IV} is a kernel of DO. Cl Theorem 2.2. Let S = (So, /9, %+, %_) be an s-system, So = (D,, U, U+, U_) . Suppose that %+ and %_ are R-digraphs such that:
(i) If u+v+ E F%, or u-v-E F%_ then uv E F(Sym(D,[U])).
(ii) If u-v_ E F%_ and z+ w+ E F%+ then w + u.
Then s(S) is a quasi R-digraph provided Do is a quasi R-&graph.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let H be an R--digraph such that H s* s(S). Clearly we can assume U # 0. Define HU = H n pU for u E U. We will prove that if HU is non-empty then it is BU, u+ or u _ . Suppose that 0 # HU s pU. Since H is connected and has no cutpoints [9] (see also [8, Theorem 3 .1]), we have that if {u,, u-) # HU, then Hu c {u,} or H,, c {u}.
Then we can assume that {u,, u-} c Hu, and since HL( # /!lu and H is strongly connected (see [2] ) it follows that HL( = {u,, u_}. From condition (ii) it follows d&u+) = 0 or dL(u_) = 0, which is impossible because H is a strongly connected digraph.
Define H+, H-, Ho and W as follows:
H+= {u+EU+~HIH,=~+),
H_= {u-EU-nH(H,=u_}, H,={~EUIH,=BU}, W=V(H)-U.
Clearly, H+, H-, Ho and W are pairwise disjoint. Let H' be the subdigraph (not necessarily induced) of Do obtained from H by identifying fiU with u for each u E Ho. It is an easy task to verify the following properties:
V(H')=H+UH_UH,UW.
uv E F(H') iff one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) u, v E (H&J W) and uv E FD,. 
